MANIFESTO

I, Ashok Khoja (170040063), if elected as a Sports Secretary of Hostel 9, Propose to do the following:

INITIATIVES

- I will propose to add gum sole shoes in the inventory

GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIP

- Publicize the events through notice boards, Facebook pages, WhatsApp groups before the event
- Ensure maximum participation in GCs especially Crossy GC and tug of war GC by maintaining good relation with freshie and seniors
- Ensure that sufficient practice is done before any GC by utilising practice slots.
- Provide practice equipment, refreshment and first aid box
- Photograph of the winning teams in GC will be posted inside the TT room
- Ensure that everyone in the hostel knows about the GCs coming and result of GCs
- A poster regarding dates of sports GCs will be pasted on every floor of freshie hostel who comes to H9 to encourage them to participate in the GCs
- Conduct proper team meets, practice sessions and fair trials about 15 days prior to the main event, the slot timings being convenient to everyone

INTRA HOSTEL

- Publicize the events along with posters to ensure maximum participation
- Organize various sports events throughout the year to maintain a healthy environment in the hostel
- Will push for intra hostel events to be held before GC
- Incentives would be given to the Winners of each Intra

MAINTENANCE

- Ensure that ground-lights are in working condition and ground is properly maintained with the help of maintenance councillor and secretaries
- Ensure that the pool table and sticks, TT table, foosball table and carrom board are in good condition
- Maintain all the playing grounds in the Hostel (levelling, grass mowing etc)
- Make sure that Gym equipment will be maintained properly
- Ensure that the sports equipment are in proper condition and are available all time

AS A COUNCIL MEMBER

- Will work in coordination with Hostel council towards the welfare of hostel
- Will work with full enthusiasm in PAF, VALFI, Gala dinner, 9tanki and other hostel events
- Work effectively with my fellow colleagues in developing overall culture of our hostel

CREDENTIALS

- Part of Table Tennis Prarambh Camp 2018
- Played Weightlifting GC for H9
- Successfully completed Crossy GC